
In recent years, legal innovation has centered around implementing transformative 
new technology solutions before fully understanding the core problems that need 
disruption. ZERØ is different. 

Our product focuses on solving real, ongoing issues faced by lawyers and the 
professionals who work with them every day.

A secure, mobile-first 
email client designed to 
help lawyers save time and 
generate revenue by 
automating administrative 
tasks. 

Our solutionYour
challenges

Low email compliance

Need to keep firm data private

Risk of sending sensitive 
information to the wrong 
recipient

Client demand for greater 
accountability from their law firms 
on billing and records retention

Lost time from administration 
around email management and 
time capture

Inability to capture billable time 
spent emailing on mobile 
devices, resulting in lost revenue

https://vimeo.com/466346480


AI in your pocket

ZERØ’s AI works directly on the 
device, with no third-party 
cloud processing.

Other AI solutions send data 
to the cloud for processing.

Hyper-accurate predictive 
email filing

Integrations with 
document management and 
time entry systems, activated 
by a single touch

Automatic, passive, and 
contemporaneous time capture

Wrong recipient detection 
in real time

Designed to help lawyers spend 
more time practicing law

Advanced filtering options, including 
the ability to sort by importance, 
sender, and client/matter

AI-driven draft time entry narratives 
that upload directly into time entry 
systems

ZERØ for Mobile and Desktop 
Companion licenses

Enterprise-grade security
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Visit zeroapp.ai to learn more about 
how ZERØ can help your lawyers 
work less and bill more.           

Using secure, modern, and adaptable AI technology, ZERØ allows users to capture 
more billable time and process large amounts of email faster and more accurately. In 
addition, ZERØ’s application adheres to the strictest security standards. ZERØ's artificial 
intelligence works on the device itself—meaning that no user data is processed outside 
of the device. 


